In a recent paper, Hudson et al. ( 1992) discussed methods of detecting geographic subdivision in genetic structure. They suggest use of the x2 test after lumping all rare haplotypes such that the expected frequency in each cell is at least one. In an earlier volume of Molecular Biology and Evolution, we considered the use of x2 for testing genetic differentiation among separate populations (Roff and Bentzen 1989): we do not recommend combining cells, as this considerably reduces the power of the test, as indeed was found by Hudson et al. ( 1992). Small sample size may invalidate the assumptions used to construct the x2 tabulated values. This problem can be overcome by using the randomization (also called "permutation") procedure that we described in our earlier article (Roff and Bentzen 1989) In their discussion, Hudson et al. ( 1992) suggest a strategy for testing the null model of no geographic differentiation. Their recommendations are based on combining cells for the x2 test. We recommend that the x2 test be the first test used but that the cells not be combined, the significance level for the test being obtained by a randomization procedure.
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